Broad View discussion topics for March 10, 2012
1

Romney wins Super Tuesday - holds commanding lead

#

#

Mitt Romney secured a decisive advantage on Super Tuesday but also suffered several defeats,
highlighting the frontrunner’s inability to unite the Republican Party behind his nomination.

2

Israel asks U.S. for bunker-buster bomb

#

Israel has asked the United States for advanced "bunker-buster" bombs and refueling planes that could
improve its ability to attack Iran's underground nuclear sites, an Israeli official said on Thursday.

3

Unemployment rate stays at 8.3%... Supposedly

#

#

Even if it were a legit number, the 8.3% February unemployment rate, released today by the Labor
Department, would be simply terrible—and unacceptable... But, unfortunately, the true measure of U.S.
unemployment is much, much worse.

4

Obama lobbies against and kills Keystone Pipeline amendment

#

Thursday’s squeaker of a Senate vote on the Keystone XL pipeline serves both as a warning to President
Barack Obama that a majority of both houses of Congress supports the pipeline and as encouragement to
Republicans to keep pushing the issue.

5

Breitbart begins his "bombshell" - vetting Barack Obama

#

#

#

#

Below is footage of Barack Obama praising and hugging Professor Derrick Bell. It was spliced and diced
by the media to avoid showing just how close Obama was to Bell. More than that, a close associate of the
Obama campaign... admitted on our exclusive tape, “We hid this throughout the 2008 campaign."

6

Wikileaks: Osama bin Laden body NOT buried at sea

#

The body of Al-Qaeda leader Osama Bin Laden was not buried at sea, according to leaked emails of
intelligence firm Stratfor, as revealed by WikiLeaks.

7

New "affordable" government lightbulb costs $50

#

The U.S. government last year announced a $10 million award, dubbed the “L Prize,” for any
manufacturer that could create a “green” but affordable light bulb... Now the winning bulb is on the
market. The price is $50.

8

Godzilla the Turkey stalking Michigan woman

#

A neighbor has stalked Edna Geisler for two months. He lurks in her front yard, screeching at her
constantly, even jumping out occasionally and attacking her when she dares wander outside alone.

Nevada - State & local news
1

Reno man arrested for practicing dentistry out of his mobile home

#

Reno police arrested a man Thursday on an allegation he was practicing dentistry out of his Gentry Way
mobile home without a license or adequate training.

2

Harold Camping done with predicting the end of the world

#

Ninety-year-old Harold Camping predicted that the world would come to an end on May 21, 2011. And
then again on October 21, 2011. And while it has been clear for months that the world, in fact, did not
end on either date, Camping has finally issued an official statement admitting the mistake.

3

Food Truck Fridays coming to downtown Reno

#

The former bus station on Fourth and Center streets will host monthly “Food Truck Fridays” starting April
6, which will feature some of the city’s food trucks gathering at the downtown Reno location.

4

"Sleep Train" rejected by Rush Limbaugh

#

The rift between Sleep Train Mattress Centers and Rush Limbaugh apparently became permanent
today... Limbaugh rebuffed Sleep Train's request that the controversial radio host resume his duties as a
paid spokesman for the company.

5

Facebook friends learn they're married to the same guy

#

Facebook’s automatic efforts to connect user through “friends” they may know recently led two women
in the U.S. state of Washington to find out they were married to the same man, at the same time.

Sports
1

NFL awaiting penalties for New Orleans Saints

#

#

Many questions remain in the wake of Friday's announcement by the NFL that the New Orleans Saints
ran a bounty program the past three seasons, but perhaps the biggest issue is how heavy Commissioner
Roger Goodell will come down on the team...

